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“Cancer Immunotherapy:  Can it Cost $1 Million a Year ?” 

Are we reaching a point where you do not want to die but you cannot  

afford to live?  Previously, I have informed you of Dr. Marty Makary's book, 

"Unaccountable: What Hospitals Won't Tell You and How Transparency Can 

Revolutionize Health Care."  Dr. Makary points out that medical errors kill enough 

people to fill four jumbo jets a week but these mistakes go largely unnoticed by the 

public.  Also, according to a Wall Street Journal article, roughly a quarter of all 

hospitalized patients will be harmed by a medical error of some kind.  The problem 

is widespread and American surgeons operate on the wrong body part as often as 

forty times a week.  If medical errors were a disease, they would be the sixth leading 

cause of death in America, coming in just behind accidents and ahead of 

Alzheimer's; and, this does not include deaths from medicines.  Some sources say 

that preventable medical mistakes kill 210,000 Americans each year.  Now, the cost 

of care can be a "killer" as one of the new immunotherapies could cost more than $1 

million per patient per year.  Leonard Saltz, MD, from Memorial Sloan Kettering 

Cancer Center, said, "This is unsustainable....We must acknowledge that there must 

be some upper limit to how much we can, as a society, afford to pay to treat each 

patient with cancer."  Dr. Saltz even managed to get one company to lower its price 

when his center's team refused to use it.  Although basic research is yielding new, 

effective methods of treating heretofore untreatable cancers, the cost has 

skyrocketed.  The combination of two immunotherapies together, ipilimumab 

(Yervoy, Bristol-Myers Squibb Company) and nivolumab (Opdivo, Bristol-Myers 

Squibb Company) in metastatic melanoma has been remarkable.  But, these drugs 

cost too much.  Nivolumab costs $28.78 per mg of drug, whereas ipilimumab costs 

$157.46 per mg.  Dr. Saltz said, "To put that into perspective, that's approximately 

4000 times the cost of gold."  The cost for a year to patients on Medicare would be 

about $300,000, with the patient's 20% co-pay of $60,000 to them.  In the United 

States, there are 589,430 cancer deaths each year, and cancer deaths are ultimately 

due to metastatic disease.  Dr. Saltz said, "Cancer drug prices are not related to the 

value of the drug but that rather, prices are based on what the market has come to 

bear and what the seller believes that the market will bear."  Dr. Saltz gave an 

alarming hypothetical whereby the latest immunotherapy drug, pembrolizumab, 

could cost about $1 million a year per patient. 

  

In the America that I love, drug companies seemingly rule with a gold-

plated fist.  Have we reached the point where the cost of treatment is deadlier than 

the disease? 
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